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Leo the Lio
by Bob YYhitely
Petran is back to pass . . . he
lofts the ball high while Gebhardt
gracefully runs under it . . .
TOUCHDOWN. Mike Fogel pulls
up for a 20-foot jumper . . .
SWISH. Rich Faust is up to bat . .
. here’s the pitch . . . STRIKE
THREE.
Excellence in sports does not
just “happen” at Lawrence, it
takes dedication, determination,
and most of all—support. When it
comes to support. Lawrence has
the best supporters around.
Though Lawrence is known for its
supporters, not many people
know who really controls the
destiny of the athletic supporters.
He is a man characterized by
loyalty, integrity, and novelty.
He is a born fighter who never
throws in the towel. He per
sonifies the strength of Lawrence
athletics. This m an is Leo
Ruedinger.

O r WISCONSIN

their own dirty linen—a per
petual quandry of laundry. For
those of you who are freshman,
transfers, or just plain peons and
have not met Leo, he is the man
who dom inates the cage at
Alexander Gymnasium.
An Ex-distributor
An ex-distributor for Canada
Dry, Leo came to Lawrence in
1962. Left high and dry by a soda
supplier that fizzled and called
him “ washed up” at age 44, Leo
found a new career when he was
traded to the Vikings for three
first-round draft picks and a
dozen towels. Leo brought spirit,
ingenuity, and a black Magic
Marker to his new position. After
a few months he systematized the
m e n’s locker room into a
smoothly running m achine.
Boxes were built for each
player’s equipment and all towels
were numbered. Previously, four

Leo works well with his staff and coaches:
“ There was only one coach that I didn’t get
along with . . . and he didn’t last very long.”
Coaches Ron Roberts, Rich
Agness, Mike Gallus, and Gene
Davis all gain public acclaim for
successful seasons, but they are
mere figureheads. Leo is the
important factor behind every
victory—the legs of Jim Miller,
the shoulders of Bob Eddy, and
the nose of Jeff Hawley. Without
I^eo’s guidance the Lawrence
sports program would fold like
the Chicago Bears. Unsupported,
the football team would not be
hampered by penalties, but by

men tried and failed to handle
Leo’s present duties. With
suggestions fronT Ron Roberts,
Leo enlarged the physical
boundaries of the cage while
enhancing the social atmosphere
around the locker room.
Despite Leo’s coordinating
ability, he simply cannot handle
the responsitility alone. Leo is
assisted by Fred and Bob, both
professionals in their respective
fields. Fred started in March of
1962, just one month before Leo.

Fred is in charge of maintenance
and grounds care for the multimillion-dollar athletic complex.
Bob’s duties include washing and
drying filthy sweatshirts and
assisting Leo in what is termed
“towel control.” Each student is

towel inventory at 30 to
The (’enter Cog
In the 60’s it took a five-man
crew to perform the functions of
Leo, Fred, and Bob. Leo feels
that teamwork is essential and
that there is no room on his squad

“ FROM SOCCER BALLS
Ruedinger guards the cage. ’’
given a basket, a lock, and one
towel per day. Towel control
refers to the sophisticated
num bering system that is
designed to inhibit towel theft.
Last year’s towel deficit was only
20 dozen. The time-consuming
effort involved in towel control is
well worth the trouble when one
considers that the smooth
operation of a locker room is
dependent on a constant flow of
clean towels. Leo estimates the

to jocks and towels, Leo
AnneH,e.eiboch
for
“ show boating.”
He
thoroughly enjoys his work and
finds that associating with young
people is most satisfying. Of
course there are always a few
bad apples in the barrel who fail
to treat Leo with the courtesy and
respect that he is due (Is this
you?). No one respects Leo more
than the coaching staff, and for
obvious reasons: Leo is the
center cog that sets the athletic
gears in motion; Leo instills

|

energy and drive into each and
every athlete in an effort to give
“ 100 percent; ” and Leo hands out
the towels.
His 17 years at Lawrence have
been a good experience, Leo says,
well worth the constant sour
smell of jocks and musty towels.
“ I like sports, especially football
and basketball,” Leo says as he
signs out a racketball racket to a
student. When Leo first started,
the P.E. requirement was two
years instead' of one, and
w om en’s sports were non
existent. Leo works eight hour
days regularly and frequently
works nights and Saturdays
during the basketball season. The
most hectic times in the cage are
the transitions between the
seasons, especially after the
football season with the extra
amount of equipment. Summer
work at the gym involves
changing locks from baskets to
prevent stealing by people who
remember former combinations
too well, and inventorying jocks
and towels.
Life in a Cage
Leo, now a grandfather for the
tenth time, was born in Oshkosh.
He currently lives between
Medina and Hortonville. Leo
works well with his staff and
coaches: “There was only one
coach that I didn’t get along with
. . . and he didn’t last very long.”
Bob, a 20-year veteran, Fred, and
Leo have seen many changes at
the gym. The lighting was im 
proved, the weight room was
changed from a dirt track to an
asphalt one, and curtains were
con't on page 3

To be discussed Monday

Lonnquist proposes change to ‘Program Council’
by Dave Becker
If Tom Lonnquist, associate
dean of campus activities, has his
way, the Lawrence University
Com m unity Council funding
structure will be revamped, with
a new group called the Lawrence
University Program Council
being established.
The LUPC proposal and its
implications will be discussed at
the LUCC meeting Monday at

4:15 p.m. in Riverview Lounge.
The LUPC, if approved, would
consist of ten students, one of
them the executive coordinator
and the other nine representing
organizations listed on the ac
companying chart. The proposal
would elim inate the funding
responsibility of the Special
Events Committee, the Viking
Room Committee, and the Multi

c u ltu ra l A ffairs Com m ittee.
These three bodies would become
strictly administrative, with the
money decisions taken over by
the Finance Committee of LUCC.
One of the main benefits of
LUPC, according to Lonnquist,
would be that it would “prevent a
lot of scheduling problems.”
Now, groups such as the Film
Society and the Special Events

Committee, he said, do not
contact each other. Because of
the lack of cum m unicat ion, three
major events may be scheduled
for one night. In that case,
“everyone loses.”
Giving the Finance Committee
more clout in controlling the
purse strings is good, Lonnquist
believes. He decried the present
situation in which an event may
receive funding from ten sources
around the campus. “There’s no
point in it,” he bluntly remarked.
“ It’s stupid.”
—Art Association
—Performing Arts
—Coffeehouse
—Film
—Viking Room
—University Events
Homecoming
Winter Carnival
Spring Fling
Trivia Weekend
Parents’ Weekend
—Celebrate
—Recreation
—Special Events
—Multicultural Affairs

Some critics of the LUPC
system have suggested that an
inform al body could sim ply
resolve any scheduling problems,
but Lonnquist disagrees. He
pointed out that students feel
more responsibility to a group
which is recognized in the LUCC

ROAD T RIP.’

—Photo Kart Albrecht

con't. on page 4

Windows
smashed
Three 'V plate glass windows
were reportedly smashed at
Stephenson last Sunday night. Two
of these were windows to rooms
B7 and B25 in the basement of the
building. The other window was
located above the front door.
According to Don Stuyvenberg, a maintenance worker,
each glass plate values anywhere
from six to eight dollars. Jack
Manwell, director of the physical
plant, has estimated that the
price of the glass and the six
hours of labor required to replace
the smashed windows has cost
the university a total of $40.
So far no one has been charged
in the incident. Large splotches of
blood were discovered on the
sidewalk in front of the building,
and on the way to the health
center. One student supposedly
entered the infirmary a few
m inutes after seven with a
severly cut arm. When asked
about the incident and his
whereabouts last Sunday evening
he replied, “ It is none of your
business. I don’t know anything
about those broken windows over
at Stephenson.”
Bruce Colwell, associate dean
of residential life, is currently
investigating the incident.
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LUPC is a good idea
Imagine this. You are the chairman of the Homecoming
Committee for next year. Your committee would like to
book a band for a dance it wants to sponsor on Saturday
night. You don't know anything about booking bands so
you run over to Wilson House to see Tom Lonnquist, the
associate dean of campus activities. You ask him which
bands are good and when they are available. He gives you
a list, you make a few phone calls, you find out how much
they cost, you go over the contract with Lonnquist, and
then you run all over campus knocking on doors, and
asking organizations for funds. After you get your money,
you call back the band to confirm the reservations and
make the necessary arrangements.
Ton Lonnquist’s proposed LUPC (Lawrence Uni
versity Programming Committee) the Special Events Com
mittee's main functions would be to book bands and help
schedule events, and not finance them. The money from
their reduced budget would be pumped back into the LUCC
Finance Committee. A budget would be worked out in the
spring by this committee for university events such as
Homecoming and Siblings’ Weekend. In other words, the
newly created LUPC would spare you, as homecoming
chairman, a lot of hassle in booking bands and planning
other events for that weekend. By helping to plan out a
year schedule in advance, they would also prevent organiza
tions from sponsoring events for the same weekend and on
the same night.
Lonnquist* s proposal seems both sound and sensible.
We support his proposal and hope it passes at this Monday's
LUCC meeting.
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To the Editor:
Once more, for the umpteenth
time I ’ve witnessed another
wonderful post-season spree the
football team apparently labels a
“celebration.” Oh, but don’t get
me wrong, because Sunday
night’s “ drunk” was all in the
spirit of a good time, understand?
And for sure several broken
windows, attempted uprootings
of parking signs, and assaults on
defenseless
fire
hydrants
couldn’t be helped because some
of the ol’ pigskin buddies were a
bit out of it.
As I see it, this annual event
seems to affect some players so
deeply that they don’t appear
able to help themselves, and
consequently I think it’s time
someone else does. Eliminating
the unruly celebrations is really
quite basic—the answer lies in
deprogramming.
After nearly two months of
being taught to hit and crush
things, no wonder the poor
football players have a hard time
adjusting to more acceptable
behavior. I mean, they really
can’t help those sudden urges to
punch people out or rip doors
apart because the y’ve been
program m ed to destroy all
persons and things in their path.
The same conditioning prin-

entree, are found in the line. The
line offers seafood or poultry
entrees when they are offered
downstairs. In the dining room,
with the salad bar, is the same
soup when offered downstairs,
even if it has a meat base. So
there is no “blatant segregation”
for or against vegetarians. All
dining rooms are open to all
people; it is only the food line that
“ segregates.”
No
one
is
“ isolated” from eating in any
special dining room.
Yes, it is unfortunately true
that persons holding meetings
must, if meat eaters, climb the
stairs “ with bulky trays.” Please
remember that in the past,
vegetarians also climbed these
stairs for their meetings. It is
really neither very strenuous
nor inconvenient. It is not true,
however, that “since second floor
went vegetarian there has been a
noticeable lack of dining space on
first floor,” at least not as a cause
of the vegetarian line. Mr. Bill
Fortune has stated that C line
gets about as many diners as in
the past; it never got a lot of
diners anyway. For this reason,
C, and not B, line is the ideal line

“ Great Ethical Questions of
Our T im e—Does Drunkenness
Alone
E xonerate
C rim inal
Acts?”
For those gridders having
difficu lty
in
these
de
p ro g ra m m in g courses, CML
m ight
also
offer
m inor
lobotomies to rid the players of
any lingering violent tendencies.
Naturally the courses would
not be limited to upperclassmen
alone, and the only prerequisites
would be membership on the
football team and previous ex
perience
in
com m itting
aggressive and animalistic acts.
So my fellow Lawrentians,
before the final-quarter clock
runs out on our pitiful gridders
and they have to start assuming
responsibility for their actions,
do your part to save them from
themselves. Take a footballer
under your wing and teach him
how to respect other people and
other people’s property. Guide
him. Be patient with him. En
courage him to pursue de
p ro g ra m m in g . But most im 
portantly, spread the word by
shouting long and loud the battle
cry,
“ Save
Our
Football
Players!”
—Name withheld

How to use notecards
Notecards have many uses:
1. Listing sources for a
research paper (title, author,
etc. with comments on the
back about certain sections).
2. Actual research source
by source; use the source
cards described above as the
master list. List page num 
bers.
3. Jot ideas for short papers
on notecards and then shuffle
them on the floor or table to
narrow your topic.
4. Make out vocabulary or
formula cards. Copy dates,
names, definitions, essential
facts for a particular class
onto cards. 5 minute reviews
using the cards while waiting
in line, walking to class, etc.
can add up.
5. When reviewing for an
exam put things on notecards
that
you have
trouble
rem em bering or need to
discuss.
6. If you are very busy use a
notecard to list things to do.
Post it and cross things off as
you complete tasks.

Vegetarian defended from carnivorous attack
To the Editor:
As a vegetarian and a member
of the Downer food committee, I
would like to respond to Bernard
A. Haen’s letter to the editor
(Lawrentian, 5 Nov.), and to any
other person’s questions con
cerning D ow ner’s vegetarian
line.
Downer C line was opened this
term as an all-vegetarian line.
Persons wishing to eat in this line
are asked to sign-up on a list;
they are checked-off on this list at
each meal. This is the reason for
opening
C
line
only
to
vegetarians. In the past, when
vegetarian entrees were offered
in B line, non-vegetarians would
eat these meatless entrees when
they did not like the meat
choices.
This
often
left
vegetarians with no choice of
entree. Vegetarian meals are
now served only in C line, and
only to those people on the list,
offering, hopefully, a better
choice to non-meat eaters, or at
least a guaranteed entree.
The line is closed to persons not
signed up, but dining room C is
open to everyone. For this
reason, meatless soups and other
vegetarian foods, besides the

ciple holds true even for more
passive behaviors. For example,
the players themselves realize
that only a ninny would be caught
doing those stupid “cone-head”
drills, but having been through R2’s programming factory, they
are unable to refuse.
Therefore, in the name of peace
and public order, the Lawrence
com m unity must back the
crusade to “ Save Our Football
Players” and restore to them
their true selves, lest they remain
in their violent mode for all
eternity.
D e p ro g ra m m in g
is
s u r
prisingly simple. To begin with,
old Ronny himself could be Dean
of De programming. An entire
c urricu lu m m ight follow the
football season, with Dr. Roberts
lecturing on such topics as:
“The Economic Consequences
of M alicious D estruction of
Private and Public Property on
House
C o u n c il- U n iv e rs ity
Funds.”
“The Psychology of Altruism—
How to be Unselfishly Kind to
Signs, P arking Meters, and
Windows.”
“ G reat
P h ilo s o p h ic a l
Questions of Our Time—Does
Machoism
E qual
Violent
Behavior?”

to exclude to meat eaters. At the
present, people will just have to
climb or descend the stairs for
meetings or to mix the her
bivorous
with
the
c a rn i
vorous.
There were about 200 persons
who signed up to eat in the
vegetarian line. The over 70
persons eating in the line on a
regular basis still justify the
use of C line. Persons who still
wish to sign up and eat from this
line may do so.
I might add that comments
such as made by Mr. Haen, or
any other Law rentian, con
cerning Downer or Colman food
services may be directed to
Downer food committee mem
bers; representatives exist in
each dorm . All suggestions,
criticisms and-or praises may be
directed to someone from this
committee; all such comments
are considered at the food
committee meetings which are
held regularly. The suggestion
box will soon be re-installed in
Downer, and some dorms will
also be provided with Downer
suggestion boxes.
—TOM SPEAR

Norlander’s ‘cheap shot’
deflected by capitalist
To the Editor:
It appears that Mr. Nordländer
has, not unknowingly, chosen the
good company of a great
American, A1 Capone.
It would have been nice to have
read something positive about
the Socialist Labor P arty.
Something in a more positive
vein would most likely have been
more pursuasive than his
mudslinging. However, obviously
he has nothing worth while to say
about the Socialist Labor Party,
even as a candidate
for
Lieutenant Governor.
The existing governmental and
economic systems are not
without their faults; this can
freely be accepted. We know they
don’t work perfectly. It is,
however, the best approach to
government and economics that
we have, not to mention that it
provides for peaceful change of
the laws.
If Capitalism is as faulty as Mr.
Nordländer tried to indicate, why
then do so many other countries
follow the example or try to
duplicate it? It is because
businessmen in other countries,
as in the U.S., want to make
money. Profits can best be made
in competition. Competition can
be seen in the British welfare
state. A major concern is the
equity question which Professor
Dana addressed. Yet, c o m 
petition and some degree of free
enterprise are desired by the
British Just by examining the
state of their economy one sees
the dragging effect that their
socialism has cast upon them. It
is desirable for people to make
money, and they can do so best in
a capitalistic system.
A1 Capone’s “ Americanism”

only shows that even a crook can
feel natio n a listic about his
country. Is there any reason why
he shouldn’t? After all, as the
country grows and progresses, so
too should the profit in his
“rackets.”
So now you say that is the
failure of capitalism? Going as
far to say that because o ur
system of capitalism is wrong or
bad because it is sometimes
unable to police such lucrative
illegal “rackets” is preposterous
In any system, even one so
carefully controlled as the
garden of Eden, for example,
good can be manipulated for evil
purposes.
A1 Capone apparently didn't
believe that books should he
burned, as did another popular
world figure, but he did
m istakenly wish to lim it a
workers’ knowledge (according
to Mr. Nordländer’s quotation)
More than wanting to keep their
minds healthy, I think he didn t
want them infected with a doc
trine m ore dangerous th e n
syphilis.
Given the chance to examine
both economic systems, one will
see that even with its faults, the
free enterprise system is
superior to socialism
()|ie
argument for socialism might be
on equity grounds, but the
discrepancy between theory and
practice is great. Historically,
socialism has not w o rk e d as
planned for any length of time, as
it should in theory.
Mr. Nordländers letter to the
editor was, in the words of *jn
anonym ous L aw rentian,
*'
cheap shot.” May his s o c i a l i s t
bones rest in peace.
—DOUG LIMBER*«
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by Dorian Gray Ross
"Pennies, lots of lovely pen
nies, that adds up to pounds! Tell
me am I someone that you
know?”
The answer will become ob
vious when an adaptation of Ben
Jonson’s ‘‘The Alchemist” ushers
in the Theatre department’s Fall
season.
“The first question many will
ask is ‘why an adaptation’ ” , said
Fred Gaines, the director and
adaptor of this production.
“ I wanted to place the play in a
period closer to modern times,
thus creating characters that are
also modern. I deliberately ex
cised the alchemical sections
because so much of it is archaic.
By changing the play’s period to

‘Animal Houses’
may be closed
Associated Press
The fraternities that helped
inspire the hit movie ‘‘Animal
House” may be closed down
because they allegedly en
courage heavy drink ing and
raucous behavior. The Dart
mouth College faculty has voted
67-13 to close the school’s 20
fraternities and two sororities.
The proposal goes to the
school’s trustees for final ap
proval in February. Prof. James
Kpperson, who has led the antifrat drive, claims that the
fraternities and sororities en
courage alcoholism, misbehavior
and values that run contrary to
academia. He said about a dozen
people had to be treated for
alcoholic convulsions during
installation ceremonies for new
frat members last spring.
Chris M iller, a D artm outh
graduate and fraternity member,
was one of the screen writers for
‘‘Animal House.” In a recent
appearance on the Dartmouth
campus, Miller said some of the
incidents in the film were based
on his memory of college frat life
at Dartmouth.

Saxophone and
piano recital
Saxophonist Patricia Behn and
pianist Vicki Moyer will present
their senior recitals Thursday,
Nov. 16, at 8:30 p.m., in Harper
Hall.
Behn will play the Hindemith
Sonata for alto saxophone and
Olaf Nielsen’s Improvisation for
alto saxophone, accompanied by
Reid Alexander, instructor in
music. She also will perform G.P.
Telemann’s Partita No. 1 in Bflat, assisted by students
Christine Gallaway, harpsichord,
and John Lutterman, cello. A
senior, Behn is a student of
Lecturer in Music George T.
Riordan and is a candidate for
the bachelor of arts degree with a
major in music.
Moyer will perform Mozart’s
P hantasie No. 3, K397, and
Chopin’s Berceuse, Opus 57. Her
program also includes Debussy's
‘‘C h id ren’s C orner” Suite. A
senior, Moyer is a student of
Professor of Music Clyde Duncan
and is a candidate for the
bachelor of music degree with a
major in music education.

the 19th century. I was able to
focus more on social issues
révélant to today.”
Jonson’s original play dealt
with social classes; comic but
representative and I have tried to
retain this in my adaptation. The
only
characters
that
are
radically changed are Stump and
Em m a, who become Socialist
revolutionaries in this produc
tion.
Gaines also commented that
the addition of the m usic
(complemented by a chamber
orchestra) . . . ‘‘allows (me) to
make more direct social com
ments.”
Jon Zilber ’80, composed the
music for this production and
served as the musical director.
Heading the cast is Rich Roller
’80 who plays the central

character. Silver. Roller is joined
by Joan Truehart ’79 and Cheryl
Hutchinson ’81, Tom Woznicki
’81, Mark Dawson ’78, Stuart
Spencer ’79, Sarah Eschweiler
’79, and Llynda Read ’80, Dorian
Ross ’79, and many others.
This production was designed
and built by the Visiting Designer
Donald Y unker, assisted by
Gordon Phettleplace '79. Linda
Pride ’79 designed and created
the costumes, assisted by Rondi
Stallard ’81. Emmett Morris ’78
choreographed the show and
Janys Yunker was the vocal
coach.
‘‘The A lch em ist” will be
performed on the evenings of
November 16,17, and 18, at 8 p.m.
in
Stansbury
Theater.
Lawrentians are cordially invited
to attend and admission for
students is free.

Clinch and Olsen present recital
Tim othy Clinch, oboe, and Damase’s ‘‘Pavane Variee” and
Peter Olsen, horn, will present a Francaiz’s ‘‘Canon at the Oc
recital Monday, Nov. 13 at 8:30 tave.” Olsen also will perform
p.m. in Harper Hall.
Danzi’s Sonata in E, Opus 28,
C linch, a sophomore from accompanied by Phyllis Wallis,
Helena,
Mont.,
will
play piano. Olsen is a sophomore from
Telemann’s Sonata in C Minor for Montello, Wis.
oboe and continuo, assisted by
The Monday night program
h a r p s ic h o r d is t C h r is t in e
also includes F a rk a s ’ ‘ ‘Regi
Gallaway and cellist Margaret
Magyar Tancok” for woodwind
Scheppke. Clinch also will per
quintet. The quintet will include,
form Milhaud’s Sonatine for Oboe
in addition to Clinch and Olsen,
and Piano, accom panied by
bassoonist Tracy Klopstein,
pianist Ann Mishler.
clarinetist Karen Larsen and
Olsen, assisted by pianist
flutist Jan Rosenthal.
Ja m es Thompson, will play

Yearbook portrait decision -Why?
Todd Mahr, Editor-in-chief
Roelif Loveland Photography Editor
1979 Ariel
There were many reasons for the change in policy regarding
yearbook portraits:
1.) The Ariel has been under pressure from both LUCC and
the University to become self-supporting. One change that was
implemented last year was the elimination of direct advertising
within the book. Instead a patron section was included. This
change generated more capital while it allowed additional pages
for other production purposes. Following the same line of
reason, by eliminating our taking, developing and printing the
portraits, the yearbook will save considerable time and money
(roughly one-third of the photographic budget).
2.) Obtaining an up-to-date ‘‘senior” list is nearly im 
possible due to a lost one-third or one-half credit by many
‘‘seniors.”
3.) The need to picture all students in the yearbook. The
Ariel is not only a senior yearbook. Including underclassmen
will boost sales, since they will now be pictured.
4.) A chance to provide all students with the opportunity to
buy portraits for personal use (a service the Ariel can not offer).
In summary, there were just too many headaches during
the past two years. Many times, appointments with seniors
would be scheduled and missed. If the senior did show, there
would always be a question directed to the photographers:
‘‘Where do you want me to have it taken?” This defeated the
whole purpose behind informal, natural shots. Even when we
did get the pictures, and even if the student was listed as a
bonafide senior, there were errors. Last year three seniors were
not included in the book.
All seniors should know that the 1979 Ariel does have a
greatly expanded Student Life section. If you are active, and
attend or participate in campus events, you will most likely be
pictured in this section. Also, if you do have a good informal
picture of yourself, we will try to include it somewhere in the
book (not in the senior section!). All you have to do is send it to
the Ariel via campus mail.
It is good to see that this change has created some
arguments—it shows that you do care about the yearbook. If you
are still not happy with the situation, why not get involved and
join the staff in making the decisions. The Ariel staff meets
Wednesdays at 10:00 p.m. in the N.E. basement of Main Hall.
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Faculty woodwind quintet recital
The newly-formed Lawrence
U niversity Faculty Woodwind
Quintet will present a recital
tonight at 8 p.m., in Harper Hall.
The ensemble consists of hornist
Carol Conti-Entin, bassoonist
Carl Hath, oboist George Rior
dan, clarinetist Dan Sparks and
flutist Ernestine Whitman.
The quintet will play works by
Anton Reicha, Jean Francaix and
Alvin Etler. Their program
consists of Reicha’s Quintet in Eflat Major, Opus 88, No. 2, Etler’s
Quintet No. 1 (1955), and Francais’s Quintet.
The quintet consists of m em
bers of the Conservatory faculty.
Whitman and Rath joined the
faculty this fall. Whitman holds a
doctorate from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison, an M.A.
from the New England Con
servatory, and did her u n 
dergraduate work at Em ory
University. She was second flute
with the A tlanta Symphony
Orchestra for six years.
R ath,
who did his
un
dergraduate
work
at
the
Lawrence Conservatory, earned
his master’s in music at the
University of Denver. Before
joining the Lawrence faculty he
taught at Northwestern State
University and Louisiana College
in Louisiana.
Conti-Entin, who has taught at
Lawrence since 1975, was
a

finalist in the International Horn
Competition last spring. She is a
graduate of the University of
Michigan, and she earned her
master’s degree at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison. ContiEntin also is a member of the
Wisconsin Faculty Horn Quartet,
which recently performed with
the Lawrence Symphony Or
chestra.
Riordan is in his second year
with the Conservatory faculty.
He is a Michigan State University
graduate, and holds a master of
music degree from Northwestern
University. Riordan taught at the
University of Montana before
coming to Lawrence, and has
played with
the
M ontana
Woodwind Quintet, M ontana
Cham ber
Orchestra
and
Missoula Symphony Orchestra.
Clarinetist Sparks has taught
at Lawrence, where he also
serves as conservatory a d 
mission counselor, since 1963. He
has studied at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music, from
which he holds a bachelor of
music and master of music
degrees, E astm an School of
Music and the Juilliard School of
Music. Sparks was the assistant
conductor of the 29th Army Band
for two years and taught at
Jacksonville State College in
A labam a before join ing the
faculty.

J

Leo the Lion’s athlete program
con’t from page 1

frustration is people who stay
past closing time at 5:45 p.m.;
‘‘There’s always a few die-hards
who stay late.” People who stay
late force Leo to stay on without
pay. On slow days Leo reads
magazines (nudge, nudge) and
works puzzles. Now that you are
acquainted with Leo, say hello
to him the next time that you take
a towel, and if you are the person
staying past 5:45—BEW ARE!
Behind every cage is a sleeping
lion.

installed for the toilets. ‘‘The
laundry room used to be upstairs
in Coach Roberts’ office” Leo
said, ‘‘so we had to lug the towels
up and down. Now everything is
in one cage.”
No matter how enjoyable cage
work is, it can be frustrating.
Fred
p a rticu larly
resents
people’s inability to flush the
toilets. ‘‘Gum on the gym floor is
another one of F re d ’s pet
peeves,” Leo stated. Leo’s big

Weekend Special

RENT-A-CAR

Only $25.95/10* Mile
In c lu d in g 200 F R E E m ile s .
P ick u p F rid a y n o o n , d r o p
o ff M o n d a y at 9 a.m .

Rent a New Ford As Low As:

$10 PER DAY; 10* per mile
Call for Special Holiday Rates and For Reservations:

731*5450 or 731-5211
Everything From Pintos to 15 Pass. Wagons

rv

..

.

;’1

IU M

FORD

lr*T l •1
1 APPLETON I

lg ft R*nt-A-Car
731 -3211
3030 W. College Ave.-2 Blks. E. of 41
Mon., Wed., Fri. ’til 9—Sat. 8-5
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Pom peii
revisted

The vote is in

Students prefer the present calender
by Michelle Lucas

The results are in—and not only
from Tuesday’s elections. Some
of you students may recall taking
the time to fill out a questionnaire
concerning
an
alternative
calendar. The votes have been
tabulated and are now ready to
be revealed—but first a bit of
background for those of you who
are unfamiliar with this ever
present issue.
Last year, the 1977*78 Com
mittee on Academic Planning
engaged itself in exploring other
possibilities that would take the
place of the existing school
calendar. Various options were
reviewed and the committee
narrowed the choices down to
two: 1) retaining the trimester
system or : 2) adopting the
semester calendar which is
comm on to num erous other
universities. These options were
arrived at by polling the faculty
and students. But time ran out
before a more definitive decision
could be reached and it was
proposed that the issue be
revived by the students and
faculty this term (again under
the guidance of the Committee on
Academ ic P la n n in g ). It was
recognized that a 51' percent
majority vote by the faculty
would be needed in order for a

change to be implemented. This
vote is on the agenda for the
November 17th meeting of the
three-part Lawrence faculty
(which consists of the faculties of
Lawrence and Downer Colleges
and the Faculty of the Con
servatory).
Back to the results of the
student tri-semester survey,
which are presented below :

Kreshman
Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
(No class)

Tri-Seni mter
H-.1l
135 (89%)
92(83%!
81 (83%l
69(72%)
1
378(82.5%)

Semmter
17
19
17
27
80

As is evidenced, the opinion of
the 458 students who did take part
in the poll, repsonse was over
whelmingly in favor of retention
of our present 3-3 system.
Nancy Bolz, who is serving on
this y e a r’s C om m ittee on
Academic Planning, offered her
thoughts on the subject.
“ Personally, I feel it’s best to
keep the trimester system. I
enjoy having a long vacation
prior to Christmas, especially
since it means I can get all of my
finals out of the way.”
Professor Smalley of the Slavic
Dept, commented, “ I like the
present system and I can say that

G o t a n id e a?

my dept. is quite strongly in favor
of keeping it also.”
People have questioned why
this issue ever came to light when
the general feeling seems to be a
contentment with the current
calendar. Rik W arch, vicepresident for academic affairs,
responded to this question. “ The
calendar has been a perpetually
debatable subject here at
Lawrence. The continuation of
the question this year is a legacy
from last year’s CAP. It’s time
this was resolved, we’ve got
better things to worry about.
Whatever the outcome, teaching
and learning will go on under any
calendar.”

E ditor gets high; brother elected D.A.
OSHKOSH. W ISCONSIN

1971
Lawrence
graduate
Robert Hawley defeated his
opponent for the D istrict At
torney’s position in Winnebago
County in last Tuesday’s election.
Hawley won by more than 4000
votes.
Hawley was appointed by
former Acting Governor Martin
Schrieber as Acting D istrict
Attorney for Winnebago County

Committee funds special interests, projects
The E x p erim e ntal P rojects
G rants
C om m itte e
offers
Lawrence students a unique
opportunity to undertake a
project of special interest. Ex
perimental Projects Grants are
available to help students pursue
special interests and to im 
plement creative ideas which will
have a significant impact on
Lawrence and possibly the larger
community as well as serving
those students intimately con
nected with the implementation
of those ideas.
Some of the projects sponsored
by EPG in the past have included
a Renaissance Fair; a dramatic,
choreographed production of The
Seven Stages of M an; a troupe of
perform ers in the m edieval
tradition; the design and building
of a kite; a photographic study of
women at Lawrence; a multim edia presentation of the
development of ja z z ; con
struction of slalom kayaks and C2 white-water canoes , and a slide
presentation of a 2,400-mile trek
on the Pacific Crest Trail. EPG

has also sponsored various film
projects and last year’s Beach
Day.
The committee stresses that
the proposed projects must be
experim ental and must be
beneficial to elements of the
Lawrence community and, if
possible, to the larger com
munity. The proposed project
must
dem onstrate
student
in itiatio n , design
and im 
plem entation, especially in
regard to experimental aspects
of the project. Projects done for
academic credit or for profit are
not considered fundable.
To apply for a grant, a student
must submit a brief, but detailed
typed statement which contains
the following information:
1. Name, local address, phone
number and class.
2. A succinct statement about
the nature of your project, I.E.,
what you plan to do and how you
propose to go about it.
3. When you expect to start and
finish the project.
4. An accurate, estim ated

“Portraiture of Pompeii” will
be discussed in an Archaeological
Institute of America lecture next
Monday, Nov. 13. Associate
Professor of Classics David L.
Thompson of Howard University
will speak at 7:30 p.m. in Wor
cester Art Center.
C hairm an of the classics
department
at
Howard
University in Washington, D.C.,
Thompson is serving as a visiting
associate professor of classics at
Johns Hopkins University during
the 1978-79 academic year. He
received his bachelor’s degree in
classics from Canisius College
and his doctorate in classical
archaeology from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Thompson’s lecture is spon
sored by the local chapter of the
Archaeological Institute of
America.
_______

budget.
5. Special skills (if any) which
you have that will be of particular
value in carrying out the project.
Lack of skills applicable to the
project should not be construed
negatively, as people are en
couraged to try new things.
However, some indication of your
skills will help the committee
make a realistic appraisal about
your ability to complete the
project. Perhaps, too, EPG can
direct you to people and
resources which will be of
assistance.
6. A commitment to submit a
brief evaluation of your project
when it is completed.
S ubm it the com pleted ap
plication to Karen Nelson,
c h a ir p e r s o n . E x p e r im e n ta l
Projects Granst Committee, 202
Sage.

last August. Hawley had worked
as an assistant in the District
Attorney’s office three and a half
years before the appointment.
Hawley was pleased by the
large voter turnout in the county
had this to say about his victory.
“ It was a tough battle all the way.
I never expected to win by this
much.”

Language council
Program
con’Cfrom pagt* 1

constitution. He half-jokingly
added that an LUPC gives
members “ something else to put
on their resumes.”
Dean Lonnquist does not want
to become what he calls a
“ scheduling czar.” He feels that
scheduling matters can be most
e fficien tly handled by the
organizations involved. Being a
“czar” would also leave him
m a k in g
too
m any
minor
decisions, he said.
Lonnquist noted that LUPCstyle bodies exist at “99 percent”
of other colleges. At schools with
which he is fam iliar, such as
Kansas State, Oregon State, and
Nebraska, prototypes of LUPC
have succeeded, he argued.
The LUPC idea was initiated
last year by Don Sweeting, for
m er LUCC president, Jim
Deming, present LUCC President
Scott Myers and Lonnquist. With
Sweeting and Deming gone this
term, Myers and Lonnquist have
concentrated on refining the
brainchild.
To be approved, the LUPC
proposal must receive a majority
vote of LUCC. All who have
questions or comments about
LUPC should attend Monday’s
LUCC session at Riverview.

Q u ality C om ponent
STEREO SYSTEM
Marantz 4240 receiver, ESS speakers with
air motion transformers, Garrard changer.
Like New . . . ^ 6 0 0 ^ ^
(Would sell individual components)

7 3 3 -2 4 6 3

THE TOTAL PICTURE
205 E. Lawrence St., Appleton, Wl 54911
(414) 731-8950
In the Castle, across from the YMCA

Cameras, Framing, Studio

CONKEY'S
Pizza
Palace

226 E. College Ave.
739-1223

CALENDARS!!!

A fine assortment of 1979 wall
calendars featuring “ Gnomes”
Now Serving:
★ G reat Pizzas
★ Super Sub Sandwiches
★ Vi lb. Hamburgers
★ Double Crusted Pie Pizza

G et Your

Prepare for Trivia:
■1979 Guiness Book of World Records, by Nor-

FR K I P IZ Z A

Save 10 delivered Pizza coupons and receive
one Free Pizza!

ris Me Whirter, $8.95.

-The Peoples’ Almanac, No. 2, D avid Wallechechinsky, Irving Wallace.

Delivery til 1:00 am

• 15 W. College Ave.

734-9131

Go©S
to
nr

\A/nt* TT

DELIVERY TIL I A.M.
S I S W . C o lle g e A v e n u e
7 3 4 -9 IS 1

TI
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Corrigan reveals the ghosts in the theatre

hv
by Dianp
Diane Odeen
After a reception held by LU
Theatre Professor R ichard
France, Robert Corrigan ad
dressed a group of Lawrentians
in Riverview Lounge. Corrigan,
dean of fine arts at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, spoke
on “ The Theater and the Ghost.”
Corrigan began by describing
the situation of the theater in the
late 1960’s. “Theater, like the
other arts, was in a state of
metamorphasis,; he said. “ We
were going to save the world by
changing it . ” According to
Corrigan, the theater’s attempt
to redefine itself was much like a
line spoken by Hamlet: “ Who’s
there? Stand and unfold your
self.”

Dean Corrigan traced the
history of the word “theater,”
which comes from the same roots
as the word “theory” and means
a “ seeing-place.” The word
“orchestra” comes from two
words, said Corrigan, which
mean both “to arise” and the
rantings of someone in a trance.
dealers in fem inine apparel
im ported trom india and
asia . . hardly ever 319 n
a p p le to n s t. . . p rin t
s k ir t s , n a tu ra l fa b ric s ,
tunic tops, shirts, earth
co lors . . . priced as low as
$13 . . gifts from around
the w o rld , ca m e l b e lls ,
e le p h a n t b e lls , le a th e r
p u r s e s , w a ll h a n g in g s ,
s h o d d y c a rp e tin g , ind ia
bed s p re a d s , c a m e ls k in
lam ps, 319 n. appleton st
. . ju st go to Pranges
corner and turn north but
its a onew aystreet going
the w rong w ay w hich is ok
it
y o u ’ re
w a lk in g a n d it’ so n ly three
b lo c k s , b ut if y o u 'r e
drivingyou haveto go up
O n e id a w h ic h is a ls o one
way and hang a left one
block after the second light
. . . should i go over that
a g a in ? ? ? hardly ever 319
n. appleton st. appleton.
look for the cockatoo

An orchestra was originally the doubleness,” said Corrigan. “ The
area used by actors who were mask is an emblem of our con
members of a chorus singled out dition of doubleness . . . We
for trips to the “other world.” conquer the ghost by becoming
it.”
The word “rehearsal” originally
meant “to re-harrow, or descend
“ Theater is a masking and
to the ‘other world’ again.”
unmasking of another world, both
It was through all this
more and less real,” Corrigan
mysticism, said Corrigan, that concluded. The challenge is
the actors would create a new making present to the audience a
and different world on the stage.
mystery or absence.
This “manifestation of mystery”
is the “heart of the theatrical
event.”
Corrigan
explained
that
tragedy emphasized the defeats
of life, while comedy “celebrates
Research on the effects of
that life keeps reassuring itself.”
grazing on natural areas will be
Yet neither type of drama yields discussed in a Recent Advances
a “ final explanation for the
in Biology lecture Friday, Nov.
mystery of hope.”
17.
“Theater is always making
Dr. Keith L. White, a member
manifest, making present to us, a
of the departm ent of en
mystery,” said Corrigan. “ It
vironm ental sciences at the
deals with ghosts that haunt us in
University of Wisconsin-Green
safe ways.”
Bay, will speak on “ Cows, Fences
Corrigan went on to explain
and Natural Areas.” His lecture
that
through
the
theater
will be presented at 3 p.m. in
“anxieties come back to haunt us
Room 201 of Stephenson Hall.
. . . through people more and less
The natural area concept takes
than human . . . (and) responses
into account the natural impacts
real and unreal.”
of fires, insect outbreaks and
“ The heart of every play is a
grazing. White will discuss the
ghost,” said Corrigan. “ It is the
problems faced by natural area
real subject of every play. The
managers in deciding whether or
challenge of every performer is
not to allow grazing on natural
to make present an absence.”
areas. His lecture is based on
“ The actor is our envoy,”
work done at the University of
C orrigan
continued.
‘‘The
California-Berkeley’s
Hastings
audience is sending him to the
Reservation and data collected
other world.”
over the past 15 years.
There are two stages of acting,
according to Dean Corrigan. The
first is rehearsal, or getting to the
“other world” of the theater.
“ This is the central element of
The Lawrence U niversity
the acting process,” commented
Corrigan. The second stage is to Concert Choir and the Lawrence
return and bring the role back to Chamber Singers will present
the audience. The actor, besides their fall concert Sunday, Nov.
12, at 8 p.m. Directed by
being himself, is “ possessed by
Associate Professor of Music Dr.
the role,” and is in a “ state of
Karle J. Erickson, the ensembles
double conciousness,”
“ Everything in the theater . . . will perform in the Chapel.
The
Lawrence
Cham ber
is
in
contradictions
of
Singers will perform J.S. Bach’s
Contata No. 142, “ For Us a Child
Is Born.” Soloists for the contata
will be tenor Kenneth Bozeman,
an instructor in music with the
Conservatory, alto Karen Tunks,

Environmentalist
to lecture

HYUNG NAM looking thoughtful.

Korean artist sponsored
An opening reception for a
show of the work of Hyung Nam
Ahn will be held Sunday from 4 to
6 p.m. in Riverview Lounge.
The show will include sculp
ture, painting, and kinetic pieces
and will run from Nov. 12 through
Nov. 22.
Hyung N am , a graduate
student at the Art Institute of
Chicago, is a native of Korea and
has been living in this country for
five years. He came to the United
States to study at the Art Institute

Let all mortal flesh be eaten

HUAGRIY

Come See Bob and Harold

CAMPUS
B arbershop
129 N. Durkee St.
at W a s h in g to n
Call for a n A p p o in tm e n t

FREE DELIVERY

739-1805

With This Ad
-Drive-Up Window now available

- Also, Hungri’s will now be open until after bar dosing <2 30 am)

’79, and baritone Terry Burk, ’81.
Senior Tim Fale will be the
organist.
Also on the program is “ Let All
Mortal Flesh Keep Silence,”
written last year by senior Mark
E. M aronde. Maronde will
conduct the 65-voice Concert
Choir for this work, which also
will feature organist Fale,
trumpeters Richard Tanner and
Jeffrey Griese, and trombonists
Colleen Peters and Robert
Braun.
The Concert Choir, under the
direction of Erickson, also will
perform Latin fragments by G.A.
Homilius and Esteban Salas,
Brahms’ “ O Heiland Reiss Die
H im m el A u f,” two religious
works by Alexander Gretchaninoff, Frank M artin’s Mass,
and “ O Vos Omnes,” written by
Pablo Casals.
The Lawrence Concert Choir is
one of seven ensembles from
throughout the country which has
been invited to perform at the
1979 American Choral Directors
Association meeting in Kansas
City in March.

This Coupon is good for

I1ICAL Ofl A BUfl

85« OFF

TW O LOCATIONS

on a Pizza D e liv e ry from

1418 N. Richmond
A ppleton. Wis.
733-0172

545 H igh Street
(N ex t to campus)
Oshkosh. Wis.
235-0223

Phone F op Pick-ops & Delivery
Open 10:30 o.m. to Midnight Everyday

SAMMY'S PIZZA
Open everyday at 4:30 ?. Fast delivery: 5:00 ?
734-2167

to further develop his sensitivity
of art.
The pieces are not static;
Hyung Nam uses light and sound
to enhance the shapes within his
sculpture and painting. The
sound and light are not intended
to stand out, but instead involve
the viewer in the artist’s sen
sitivities.
The Art Association is spon
soring the show to expose
I^awrence’s community to the
works of a dedicated artist.

A tradition, instituted at
Lawrence more than fifty
years ago, returns in the form
of “ Le Brawl.”
Fifty-two years ago, four
Lawrentian men visited Paris
and discovered the secret of
the P arisian partygoers.
R estrictions of the tim e
forced the Parisians to seek a
place hidden away from the
watchful eye of the Law. So
one evening, these four young
men followed others into the
sewers of the city and
discovered
Le
Brawl,
(translated: a mad, wild,
swinging party.)
Upon returning to LU, these
men decided to recreate their
experience for others and “ Le
Brawl” began it’s tenure
here.
These men, assisted by
their fraternity brothers,
constructed a m akeshift
tunnel which simulated the
Paris sewers and which led to
a “ brawl.” The event was
warmly received and has
become one of Lawrence’s
longest-running
traditions.
“The tunnel is always the
m ain
a ttra c tio n ,”
says
‘‘braw l” c h airm an Tom
Tomczuk, “and this year it
will be more elaborate than in
years past.”
Le Brawl
will
begin
Saturday, November 11, at
9:00 p.m. in the Phi Tau
House. After the initial ad
venture of the tunnel, visitors
will be ushered to the Brawl,
featuring music, beer, and
other refreshm ents. A d
mission for freshman and
transfers is $.50 and $1.00 for
all others.
VIVA TRADITION! VIVA
LE B R A W L!!!
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Hennessy workshop

Mime: concentration and im agination
What was better than happy
hour last Friday afternoon?.
If you don’t have an answer, it
is safe to say that you didn’t
attend the Michael Hennessy
Mime Workshop.
At this moment I guess that
most people feel an urge to
glance at the sports page or look
at the Personals, but let me keep
your attention for a few brief
paragraphs while I rag about
what you missed. For those of
you who attended. I ’ll explain
what you did and tell you how
much you enjoyed it.
Hennessy began his workshop
by explaining that mime had a
“ ly ric ” quality which was
communicated by the good mime
but is seldom understood by the
young mime. Hennessy wanted to
teach us the lyric quality the first
time out, something that took him
six years to learn. I think he was
successful in communicating the

difference
between
sim ple
movement and mime.
The lyric quality is the m im e’s
attitude towards his object
Hennessy showed us that we
could all pretend to hold an
imaginary ball or pull an in
visible rope. But he also
demonstrated that mime is more
than this. The mime forms an
attitude toward the object and
that is where the art begins and
the technique ends.
Hennessy talked a great deal
about putting energy into the
imaginary object. This energy
gives the ball or the rope weight,
size, and substance. It’s the
difference between a curved
hand and somebody who really
looks like he is holding something
we can identify and visualize. It
gives the illusion validity.
Hennessy also explained that
he no longer has to exert great
amounts of physical energy into

Gewandhaus “Disappointing”
by Bill Koopman

The opportunity to hear a firstrate orchestra in this area (The
Milwaukee Symphony performs
at Armstrong on occasion) was
loo rare to pass up.
The Gewandhaus Orchestra of
Leipzig promised a performance
of exceptional quality, and in this
respect, did not fail.
In p articu lar, their string
ensemble rivals any American
orchestra that I have heard. The
strings perform ed with in 
credible precision, the result of
years of experience, playing with
virtually no personnel changes.
This practice is used widely by
the Communist bloc countries
(paradigm example of athletics:
the Russian Hockey Team.)
The French horns also deserve
recognition for a note-perfect and
quite musical performance.
In contrast to the strings, some
tuning and balance problems
were noticeable in the winds
(p a r t ic u la r ly
w o o d w in d s ).
However,
considering
the
inherent difficulties of touring,
rotating players throughout the
concert, and a new hall, these
problems were m inimal. (With
the exception of the concerto).
Nevertheless, the concert as a
whole, was quite disappointing!
The program was not balanced,
as it contained 3 predominantly
Romantic works. The selected
music was of consistently poor
quality. I don’t know about you,
but I can only listen to bad music
for so long, no matter the calibre
of the performers.

The Schumann overture is
simply uninspired. I suspect the
only reason for it’s inclusion was
that the work premiered in the
Gewandhaus Hall. This was not
reason enough!
The Rachmaninoff Concerto,
although requiring virtuoso piano
playing (which was certainly
present, if not occasionally
hidden) could not sustain my
musical interest.
Schubert’s “Great” Symphony
had it’s musical moments, but
overall the string-dom inated
ensemble seemed too interested
in showing off it’s considerable
technical skills, rather than
striving for greater emotional
depth.
I am not of the opinion that we
have to take what we can get;
that a quality group in this area
demands attendance, despite the
program. If the Chicago Sym 
phony were to present an iden
tical program next week at the
Chapel, I would stay at home!

each scene he does. Although he
still finds each scene tiring, he
doesn’t have to grunt and groan
like the novices. Hennessy
showed us that the correct body
line makes it appear that he is
exerting himself much more than
he really is. Of course it took him
six exhausting years to learn and
perfect his technique.

Although no one walked away
an expert mime, I no longer felt
that
m im e
was
somehow
spiritual and beyond my un
derstanding. Mime takes con
centration. imagination, and that
illusive ability to make a com
plete fool of yourself (some more
complete than others).
— DONNADOYLK

New LU Jazz group to perform
by Debbie Jervis

Two new musical groups, the
Campus Life Jazz Lab Band and
the Vocal Jazz Ensemble, will
perform for the first time on
campus next Thursday, Nov. 16.
The concert will be offered by
Entertainment a la Carte in
Riverview at 12:30 p.m.
The Campus Life department
created both groups last spring in
order to present more op
portunities for non-music majors.
Out of the 24 Jazz Band members,
19 are non-music majors. The
Vocal Jazz Ensemble has 26
members along with a three
piece rhythm section.
Fred Sturm explained that
“originally both groups were just
meant to be outlets for students to
have some fun one hour per week.
But there was so much interest
from the students that the Jazz
Band now rehearses 90 minutes
twice a week.”
The name, Jazz Lab Band, is
used because the band provides
opportunities
for
ex
p erim entation. Student c o m 
posers are able to have the band
play their work and student
conductors frequently conduct
the band. Musicians who have
never played in a jazz band

before are also welcome.
Both groups will perform
separately and then join together
for one final number at the noonhour concert. A variety of jazz,
rock, and combined material will
be played, including some from
the Count Basie library. The Jazz
Band program will include: “ The
O pener,’ ’ “ B asically B lu es’’
(conducted by senior F rank
McNellis), “ Lost in the Shuffle”
(conducted by Mike Minnick),
“Storm Warning” (conducted by
senior Chad Premeau), “ Lot of
Livin’,” “Jam ie (conducted by
John Haack), and “ Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight.”
The Vocal Group will perform a
jazz standard, “ On Green
D olphin
S treet,”
“ M e lb a ’s
Blues” and join the Jazz Band for
“String of Pearls,” a Glenn
Miller tune made contemporary.
During the remainder of the
year, the Jazz Lab Band and the
Vocal Jazz Ensemble will per
form once each term for E n 
tertainment a la Carte, locally for
the Campus Life dept., and at the
last jazz concert of the year. The
final jazz concert will be with the
Lawrence Jazz Ensemble and the
recently formed Lawrence Studio
Orchestra.

I’hota Site Choate

— F rank Lloyd
C ollection of O riental B rush
Paintings. An exhibit of Japanese
brush p ain tin g s which were
collected by Frank Lloyd W right
and given to Lawrence University
by George Banta, Jr. will be on
display in Worcester Art Center
beginning Sunday, November 11th.
This collection of 29 paintings are
typical of the sumi-e style of
Japanese painting which developed
in connection with Zen Buddhism.
Some of the subjects of these
paintings are Buddhist or are from
Japanese folklore while others
mirror the general interest in
en viro nm ental detail th a t the
Japanese have held.
A reception for this exhibit will
be held this Sunday afternoon
between two and four o ’clock,
please feel free to attend.

Fall Term, 1 9 7 8
Final Exam
Schedule
Class
Ex»m
Time
Wed

Dec 6

Thurs

8 30 am

Dec 7

Fri

Dec 8

Sat

Dec 9

Meeting
Time

1
8
1
8
1
8
1

30 pm
30 am
30 pm
30am
30 pm
30 am
30pm

11 10 M W
2 30 TT
8 30WWF
8 00 TT
10 00 TT
2 bOMWF
1 30M W F
9 S0MW F

Submarine Sandwiches

In tro d u c in g

fro m M ilw a u k e e

OPEN DAILY FROM 1 1 . 0 0 A.M .-M IDNIGHT
FRIDAY-SATURDAY: 1 1 :0 0 A M .-2 : 0 0 A .M .

■

■ a rx A

$ 1 .0 0 OFF

Pkone Ahead for Fast Service— 731-0644
New — Fresh Baked Bread — Hot
Out of the oven every 4 hours.

is the biggest thing to hit the valley since the
introduction of truly B IG appetites.

on Large Pizza

50* OFF
on Medium Pizza
Eaten at

Sammy’s
Pizza

M O N D A Y SPECIAL:

B u * k ,lf a turkey sub,
and get a F R E E small coke. Reg. $1.35__ 95*

Mon-Thurs., from 4:30 to8 p.m.

347 W . College Ave.

211 N. Appleton

Across from the Viking Theatre
(Well Worth the Walk)

Get your Subs at Trever, Sunday nights at 9:30
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Generally
Student Organizations
The A R IE L is well under way,
and we would again like to include
all student organizations in the
1979 yearbook. There is no charge
at all for this service.
Our deadline is at the end of
November, thus we would like to
have all of the organization
pictures taken within the next
three (3) weeks. If this causes
problems please let us know.
To set up your organization for
the picture, please call Roelif
Loveland or Bill Aki at ext. 334.
They will help you schedule the
time and answer any questions you
may have.
We would also like to include
informal shots of all organizations.
If you have shots or know of
anyone that does, we would gladly
use them.
Thank you in advance for your
cooperation in making this year’s
A R IE L one that we can all be
proud of.
Cystic Fibrosis Bowl-a-thon
The members of A lpha Chi
Omega and Beta Theta Pi will be
bowling for C.F. on Saturday, Nov.
18 at 2 p.m. at Sabre Lanes.
Anyone interested in sponsoring a
bowler, please contact one of the
members, or Jean Rehberg, at ext.
325.
Thanks
The T O W E R wishes to thank
J I M ’S PLACE for helping us to
raise activity funds for Kohler Hall.
Their donation of a bottle of wine
is greatly appreciated.
G ov e rnm en t
D o c u m e n ts
Workshop
A reference librarian will explain
the types and uses of United States
and
W isconsin
governm ent
publications and demonstrate the
methods necessary for finding
them in the library.
Art Associations Arts and
Crafts Festival
December 1st
There’s no entry fee for students
and . . . anything from jewelry,
ceramics, prints and paintings to
enameled house pets is workable.
Anyone who would like to have the
chance to sell their own work
should please co ntact Susan
Choate (ext. 318) for an application
form and further information.
House Councils, Head Residents,
Dorm Owners and Renovators . . .
Have you ever had a dream . . . The
Art Association will design and
paint a mural to suit your tastes
and needs. But, demand is high
and, we’ll only be doing one per
term so get your orders in NOW.
(Our $25 fee is negotiable!) Contact
Sue Choate, ext. 318.

Part-Time Job
A m b it io u s s tu d e n t
needed to sell advertising
for the Fox Valley
publication, Busting-Out.
Good part-time money,
you
choose
hours.
Materials provided.
Call 731-9679
Sto 5 p. m. weekdays

Personal

Celebrate Thanksgiving
Come celebrate Thanksgiving
with
Lawrence
C hristian
Fellowship, Wednesday, Nov. 15, in
Riverview Lounge, at 9 p.m.
W hat is a Real Person?
Discussion of this question will
take place in Sage Lounge this
Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 10:30 p.m.
Expect to get many ideas and
questions.
W LFM Staff Meeting
There will be a general staff
meeting for all W LFM personnel on
Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 8 p.m. in the
W LFM studios. It will be a short
m eeting
covering
operating
procedures, technique, and some
general
com m ents
and
announcem ents. Anyone who
wishes to become involved with
W LFM is also urged to come. Any
questions, call Dan Stifter at ext.
633.
Solar Energy
One of the new forms of energy to
be harnessed for domestic use.
Learn more about it ’s possibilities
by attending Rufus Hellendale’s
'79, discussion entitled “ Passive
Solar Devices for Northern
Climates.” This talk will begin at
7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 16, in
the Phi Tau House. (The Brown
doors) All are invited!
Sunday Opera Matinee
W LFM
presents
Giuseppe
Verdi’s “La Forza del destino”
with an all-star cast that includes
Leontyne Price, Plácido Domingo,
Sherril M ilnes, and Fiorensa
Cossotto. Maestro James Levine
will conduct the London Symphony
Orchestra. This performance will
begin at 1:30 p.m. on Sunday,
November 12. Be sure to listen!!!
Downer Feminist Council
Downer Feminist Council will
meet at 5:00 p.m. on Monday in
Downer's Green Room. Everyone is
welcome to come for dinner,
conversation and organization.
Kuhn’s Structure of
Scientific Revolution
There will be a lecture on Kuhn in
Riverview Lounge on Thursday,
November 16, at 8:30. Virginia
Sapiro, professor of political
science at UW M adison will
address this much talked about
book.

Feminism theory
Virginia Sapiro, professor of
political science at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, w ill
discuss feminism as a social
theory in a lecture sponsored by
Downer
Fem inist
Council
Thursday, Nov. 16, at 8:30 p.m.
Sapiro. who also is involved with
the Women’s Center at UWMadison,
will
speak
on
“ F em inism
and
K u h n ’s
‘Structure
of
Scientific
R evo lu tion’ ” in R iverview
Lounge.
In her talk Sapiro will examine
feminism as a “paradigm ,” in
the terminology of Kuhn’s book.
She will examine the various
theories relating to feminism and
discuss how the equality of
women relates to the study of
society.

DRAGON
GATE
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Announcements

ANYONE W ITH a sample G R E
test booklet who is willing to lend,
call Danna Doyle, at ext. 352.
ANYONE N E E D IN G a rider to
the East Coast after finals please
call Danna Doyle at ext. 352.
W illing to share expenses and
driving.
MOVE OVERTPhiDelts. I Tappa
Keg is a on the rise. Brokaw Hall,
Friday, 9 p.m. At the back door.
D E A R MR. FOOD:
Your consideration of our protein
(?) intake is highly commendable,
but I hardly think adding a fly to
the spaghetti sauce is the answer.
Respectfully yours,
A Stranger in a Strange Land
P.S.—Those flies have got to go.
F O R S A L E —Pair of TurLangrenn wooden skis (195cm)
with boots (size 10 ) and binding in
very good condition. Only $65 for
the package. Call Rufus at 638 or
639.______________________________
S K I 'N S C E N T - C o m e to
Ormsby lounge between 3 and 5 on
Sunday to sam ple two new
perfumes and pick up brochures
about new ski accessories (cross
country and downhill) for this year.
Mademoiselles College marketing
representative will be there to
answer any questions you may
have.
TO. D.W. Q U A T RO -Possibly
Kaopectate could ease your
extreme case of logorrhea.
_________________________ - R .J.S .
F O U N D —A necklace at the
SA FEH O U SE party last weekend.
If you lost a medallion with the
initials P-D-H, call ext. 347 and ask
for Karen.
RECEPTIO N AT Worcester Art
Center, Sunday, November 11th
from two to four o’clock in the
afternoon a reception will be held
for the new exhibit of Oriental
Brush Paintings on display in the
Art Center's gallely.
C O N G R A T U L A T IO N S TO:
State of California. Re: Proposition
Six. Concerning: Rights of Gay
Teachers. Proposal: W hat about
you, Larry U?
The aim of art, so far as one can
speak of an aim at all, has always
been the same; the blending of
experience gained in life with the
natural qualities of the art medium.
Hans Hofman.
Alright, someone has taken the
safety pin. It's not very fair of you
to hog it all to yourself so why
don’t you at least display it in a
place where more of us can
appreciate it.
Art, if you want a definition of it,
is criminal action. It conforms to no
rules. Not even its own. Anyone
who experiences a work of art is a
guilty as the artist. John Cage.
All the way with ITK.
Only tea and squid served from 4
to 6 Sunday in Riverview for the
opening of the art show.
Kathy Ochalek: Thanks for all your
help on Wednesday night. That ex
emplifies a true friend.
Pam

We serve the finest
Chinese foods of four
provincial schools of
Chinese cooking. If
you are tired of
Downer food and
crave the flavor of the
orient, then stop by
and have dinner or
lunch at the
Dragon Gate.
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T
O EVERYONE:
R .V F .R Y P IM F !TO

My sincere congratulations. Last
week’s Lawrentian was far better
than the six that preceeded it.
1 found it to be delicious and not
the least bit filling. The taste,
texture, and aroma were simply
superb.
I suggest that future
issues might go well with a good,
medium-dry Burgundy. Or maybe
some onion dip.
Love and kisses,
_____________ Tim Buckingham
LOST-A
black
‘Tak-tel’
meternome. It is roughly shaped
like a triangle, (isosceles), and goes
tick-tock, tick-tock. Even though
it’s ‘tock’ unequals it’s ‘tick’, it is
the only meternome 1 own (or
owned) and I need it desperately for
practicing purposes. Reward for
it’s return: My undying gratitude.
It answers to the name Maurizio
and if anyone has any info, as to it's
where-abouts, I would greatly
appreciate it.
Mary Myslis, ext. 352.
AC CO RD IN G to the American
H eritage D ictionary, “ Brawl
(brol)n. 2, Slang. A loud party . .
But don't take their word for it,
come and find out for yourself!
_______ —Short Person in Bondage
R A B B I—What's the real reason
you got those dogs?
_______________________ —Gramps
D E B B IE —Give
break. Tom S.

the

guys

a

THE THEATRE DEPARTMENT
needs
the
follow ing
items:
suspenders, cuff-links, and walking
sticks. We would like to borrow
these items and will return them in
their original condition. We are
desperate! Contact Linda Pride at
ext. 682.__________________ _

Student recital
Eight students from the Con
servatory will present a recital
Monday, Nov. 13 at 7 p.m. in
Harper Hall.
Three works for solo piano are
included in the program. John
Stoner will play “ General
Lavine” -eccentric from Book II
of Debussy’s Preludes, and Lorna
Peters will play Chopin’s Ber
ceuse, Opus 57. Rachmaninoff’s
Preludes in D Major, Opus 23, No.
4, and G Minor, Opus 23, No. 5 will
be performed by Ann Mishler.
Shelly Briggs, flute, assisted by
Roy Underhill, piano, will play
K ennan’s “ Night S oliloq u y .”
Clarinetist Karen Larsen will
present Stravinsky’s Three
Pieces for Clarinet. The program
also includes
Bob B raun,
trombone, playing Newel Kay
Brown’s Sonata for Trombone
and Piano. He will be ac
com panied by pianist Linda
Martin.

WEEKEND FILM
“ The Fixer”
A film adaptation from the novel by
Bernard M alam ud, starring Alan Bates

“The Fixer” takes place in Kiev, Russia, and is the true
story of a Jewish handyman, Mendal Beiliss, who in 1911 was
unjustly accused of the murder of a gentile boy, Andrei Yushchinsky. Anti-Semetics claimed that the boy had been ritually
murdered by the Jews. At this time in Russia it was a common
belief that the Jews required Christian blood in order to make
matzos for the Feast of Passover which falls at the end of April.
Conveniently for Beiliss’ accusers, the crime was commited in
March. The instigators of this conspiracy against the “ Fixer”
were in fact those responsible for the murder; a den of thieves
bossed by a certain Vera Cheberyak. (Times Literary Sup
plement, April, 1967). The detectives were removed from the
investigation and framed, but with the help of a defense council
and several volunteers they did enough to render the Cherberyak “ritual” hypothesis ineffaceable. The case was finally
tried two and a half years after the murder and Beiliss was
rightfully acquitted.
The whole affair caused world wide interest and became the
subject of protests in a number of countries. The incident proved
to be a sign of things to come, for the acquittal was soon followed
“by the revolution itself, and by the arrival of a state in which
arbitrary imprisonment was commoner than ever, in which
matzos remained controversial.” (TLS Apr. ’67).
Malamud’s novel, “The Fixer,” is based on the Beiliss case.
Malamud does not seek to compete with the facts, but rather
concentrates on the portrayal of the prisoner himself, whose
name he changes to Yakov Bok The book covers the two and a
half years of suffering Yakov endured and ends right before the
trial takes place. The novel begins five months before the crime
and we find Yakov quitting his unhappy and unfulfilling small
village life to travel the 30 some versts to make a better life for
himself in Kiev. He was born an orphan (his mother died in
childbirth and his father was killed during a program ) and
raised in a “stinking orphan’s home, barely existing.” He was
taught a trade, Hebrew and the psalms. On his own he learned
Russian, “ some history, geography, a little science, arithmetic,
and a book or two of Spinoza’s. Not much, but better than
nothing.” Yakov’s is a resentful nature. His job was not
lucrative by any means, his childless marriage was blamed on
his wife, Raisl, who ran off with a musician. Yakov himself is
not very religious and fancies himself a “free-thinker” rather
than a Jew.
Malamud shows how Yakov found a hidden strength in
himself through suffering. Yakov is given endless opportunities
to plead guilty and thereby end his imprisonment, but he does
not give in. Yakov’s prison experience reconciles him to his
faith, his wife and to life itself. Yakov is given a cause, where
before he had nothing He is a modern-day martyr. The film is
tragic in view of Yakov’s incredible hardships, yet uplifting in
that Yakov triumphs over all.
— M A R Y M Y S L IS
Note: “ The Fixer” will be shown at 7:00 & 9:30 p.m . Nov. 10 and
II. Also . . . the new projectors have finally come and they work
beautifully.

HEID

Complete
Music Center

musical instruments of all kinds

RESTAURANT

406 W. College Ave.
Appleton
731-8088

Special Attention Given Student Musicians
Rentals—New and Used Pianos—Organs—Band—Band and
Orchestra Instruments—Schulmerich Chimes and Bells
Lessons by Professional Instructors

Conn Organs — Steinway Pianos
Serving the Entire Fox Valley

306 E. College Ave., Appleton
734 1969, 734 3573
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Vikings annihilate R ipon Redm en, 35-15
All of Shawano would certainly
agree that the Redmen were
properly named last Saturday, as
Ripon went home red-faced and
with sore butts after Lawrence
had kicked them in a run away
contest, 35-15. Ripon’s highlytouted offense didn’t look like it
had enough punch to get out of a
wet paper bag. The Vikings
grabbed a commanding 21-0 lead
with just 12 minutes gone in the
first quarter. This was increased
to 28-0 at the half, as the Vikings
transformed what was forecast to
be a close game into a laugher.
Lawrence fans had an early
scare, as Ripon appeared to score
on a bomb from the LU 30, after
recovering a Viking fumble. The
touchdown was called back on a
holding penalty, ending Ripon’s
only real threat of the game.
After 3 plays, the Vikes got the
ball back and launched a 68 yard
scoring drive (helped by 35 yards
of Ripon penalties).
.
Jim Petran and Tim Sievert
rushed for considerable yardage
on the drive, capped by a 2-yard
Petran rollout left. Greg Jacobs
hit the first of 5 PAT’s, giving
Lawrence a 7-0 lead, 5 minutes
into the game.
The LU defense held Ripon on
the ensuing kick-off, forcing them
to punt after 3 plays. Lawrence
ripped off a 4-play 61-yard drive,
topped by a 33 yard touchdown
pass. Petran had good protection
as he rolled right and lofted an
aerial to Paul Gebhardt, just
inside the endzone. Geb went up
with 2 defenders draped over his

shoulders and made a sensational
grab as he was falling, after the
ball had been tipped. It was his
12th and final TD catch of the
season, breaking the former
mark of 11, which he set last
year.
With more than 3 quarters to
play, no one counted the potent
Ripon offense out of it . . . until
defensive back Kevin Fritsche
stepped in front of a Ripon pass
on the LU 20. Trying to play
catch-up football, the Redmen
had gone to the airways with
some success on the drive
following Law rence’s second
score. Fritsche timed his move
perfectly, darting out from
behind the receiver at the last
moment, grabbing the pass from
the startled player’s hands and
streaking 80 yards down the
sidelines for the third TD in less
than 10 minutes. It was the only
interception returned for a touch
down all year by Lawrence.
Ripon, still reeling under the
impact of the 3 quick touchdowns
in the first quarter, was burned
for another score at the start of
the second period. Sprung by the
blocking of Frank Bouressa and
Brian Fero, Mike Gosticha burst
off the left side for back-to-back
runs of 26 and 20 yards. Sievert,
with the roar of the crowd to spur
him on, fell forward a yard for
the TD, his third in 2 games.
Ripon came roaring out of the
clubhouse to start the third
period. They managed a feeble
drive to the Viking 22, where
Pavlovich kicked a 39-yard field

Photo: Anne Hiesellmch

Miller in regionals
Jim Miller, junior co-captain of
the Lawrence University, cross
country team, will compete in the
NCAA Division I I I M idwest
District cross country meet this
Saturday, in Iowa. Miller will be
one of more than 200 runners in
the field which will qualify only
five teams and six top individuals
for the NCAA nationals to be held
the following
weekend at
Augustana College.
Miller qualified for the District
meet, (which will include runners
from Wisconsin, Illinois, M in
nesota, North Dakota, Iow a,
M issouri,
Nebraska
and
Colorado,) last weekend when he
won the individual title at the

Midwest Conference meet at
Monmouth College. Miller set a
course record at the meet,
running the distance in 25.51.1,
nearly 20 seconds faster than his
nearest competitor.
Miller’s performance led the
Vikings to a fourth place finish in
the conference meet. He and
senior co-captain Pete Hoover,
who finished eighth overall, were
named to the All-Midwest Con
ference running team for their
performances.
The conference title was won
by Carleton College. Beloit
finished second, the University of
Chicago was a surprising third.

—Come meet your Devil
at the home of the

B O M IE R AND KELM pile on the pigskin.
goal that barely cleared the
crossbar. Whoopee. 28-3, the
Redmen were trying to threaten.
Our
gridders
im m ediately
crushed any come-back hopes the
enemy fans might have en
tertained, by completing the
burial of the Redmen with a final
4-play 58-yard TD march. The
final 22 yards of the drive came
on a beautiful over-the-shoulder
catch by Jeff Heimerman in the
endzone. With that catch, all
three seniors on the offense in a
scoring position had scored.
After the game, head coach
Ron Roberts proudly exclaimed,
“We’re the best team in the
Midwest Conference. We proved
it today; we buried them.” With
the win, the Vikings have posted
a 15-3 record over the last 2 years,
being undefeated at home during
that time. Roberts said the
squad’s 12 seniors “ deserved”
that kind of a swansong.
Playing their last game in a
Viking uniform were: Co-captain
Bob “ Big” Eddy, Tim “the
Mouth” Roberts, Paul “ I freak
out over Punk” Gebhardt, Frank
“rag, rag” Bouressa, Heimy

“ I ’m a cheapskate” Heimerman,
Co-captain Dave “ Shack-up”
Ponschok, Clay “
” Teasdale,
Jim “ I ’m always in the lab, so I
can’t practice” Utic, Tim “ is
really a (Sherm an) ta n k ”
Sievert, Bubbles “ I ’m injuryprone
through
T hursday”
Neuman, and Hollywood “Get
your mind back on the gam e”
Bomier. Rob Stevens, like his idol
(idle) Lynn Dickey of the
Packers, was on injured-reserve
most of the season due to knee
problems and did not suit up for
the game.
Team Co-captains Eddy and
Ponschok led the defense through
some tough times this year. Eddy
blocked 2 punts and recorded
numerous sacks, playing tackle,
while “ Shock” was the only man
in the injury-riddled secondary to
play every game. Bouressa, a
Little All-American center last
year, and offensive guard
Teasdale combined to blow holes
in defensive lines all season,
allow ing Sievert to rum ble
through. Sievert, in his best year
ever, carried for 405 yards and 3
TD’s this season. Heimerman

—Photo: Anne Hieselbach

and Gebhardt were outstanding
all year, the “ Menasher Flasher”
corraled 33 passes for 451 yards
and 5 TD’s, while Johnny Rotten
grabbed a record 67 passes for a
record 1036 yards and a record 12
TD’s. Utic, Bomier, Neuman and
Roberts, all of the D-Vikes, were
busy causing and covering
fumbles all year.
Offensively having fine years
for the Vikes were Juniors Bruce
Barkwill, (leading rusher with
112 carries for 514 yards) Mike
Gosticha, (second rusher with 103
carries for 512 yards: he went
over 1000 career yards this year)
Brian Fero, (second receiver,
with 36 catches for 429 yards)
Greg Jacobs, (second in scoring
with 49 points and making 40 of 40
PAT’s for a record 100 percent
efficiency) and, of course, Jim
“he broke every record” Petran.
D efensively, Lawrence saw
outstanding years from Juniors
Greg Linnem anstons, Kevin
Fritsche, Kurt Hendrickson, Cliff
Vickrey, and Bill Simon.
The Vikings finished with a fine
7-2 record, 3-2 in conference play.
Congratulations.

L U sharks m unch out the com petition
by Andi Louthan
and Dave Burns

Last Wednesday, the Lawrence
University Women’s Swim team
hosted a double dual meet
against UW-Green Bay and
Ripon College. It was a very
exciting meet; the girls really
churned up the water. When the
mist cleared, UW-Green Bay had
beaten our team 71-51, but our
“Sharks” had eaten up arch-rival
Ripon, 92-18. Coach DeVries
considered this meet a major
victory for two reasons. The
I^awrence girls had previously
lost to Green Bay, but came back
in this meet to more than double
their previous score Coach

DeVries was also pleased
because several pool and varsity
records were broken by her
sw im m ers
The
wonderfreshman, Becky Farmer, ac
counted for a new pool record in
the 100 yard frestyle. Then she
teamed up with Cathy Baker,
C aroline Cam pbell and Ann
Whereat to break the 200 yard
freestyle relay record.
Wednesday’s fine performance
had the girls fired up for the meet
F riday against UW-Parkside.
The
“ S h arks”
h u m ilia ted
Parkside, 99-13, taking first and
second in every event. Lisa
Huberty dove very well against
P arkside achieving her best

0EJÜ1

performance all year, with 142
points. Becky Farmer broke two
more records—the 100 yard
butterfly with a time of 1:09.9 and
the 200 yard freestyle in 2:14.2.
Caroline Campbell broke the 50
yard breaststroke record with a
time of 38.0. To put the icing on
the cake, the girls went out for
steak afterwards.
The Lawrence U niversity
Women’s Swim Team had a
winning season with a 3-2 dual
meet record. Congratulations to
Coach DeVries and Co-Captains
Margy Bardgett and Jennifer
Dunner.
The te a m s ’ only
remaining meet is the Ranger
Relays, and the invitational CoEd Relay next Friday.

PUB

Red Devil
Play Fin Games
Bowl Machines,
Juke Box or Study at
Jim 's Place
223 E. College Ave.

FRESH DELICATESSEN QUALITY
726 W. College Awe., Appleton
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